What people are saying
about Instant Games

"We are excited to bring Angry Birds to Instant Games on Messenger in early 2018.
Angry Birds for Messenger is a brand new take on one of the most successful mobile
games of all time. Expanding Angry Birds to Instant Games is the next step of
introducing Angry Birds to millions of new fans."
Wilhelm Taht, EVP Games, Rovio

"As a trusted partner for the Instant Games platform, Angry Birds will mark our seventh
title released to date. We’re proud to help Rovio’s birds hatch soon in an all new social
experience. It has been a fantastic journey working on and reimagining iconic titles
such as Battleship, Tetris and Angry Birds for a new audience on Messenger."
Laurens Rutten, Founder and CEO, CoolGames

"Sonic Jump is the very first title created by our studio, SEGA HARDlight, and we’re
thrilled to see it reach a new platform when it lands on Instant Games. It will be exciting
to see it instantly playable by the largest audience we could ever have dreamed of."
Naoki Kameda, COO, SEGA Networks

"At LINE, we truly believe that messaging apps have the power to bring people closer to
each other and to the games they love. LINE: Disney Tsum Tsum has delighted over 70
million users worldwide, connecting them through the social experience of LINE. We
can't wait for a new audience on Messenger to experience the magic of Tsum Tsum."
Idezawa Takeshi, CEO, LINE

"We're excited to develop a new casual puzzle game for Facebook Instant Games in an
effort to bring the popular puzzle style of Puzzle & Dragons to an even greater audience.
We think that both existing Puzzle & Dragons fans and puzzle game enthusiasts
unfamiliar with the original app will find a lot to love here. Please keep an eye out
for the final release!"
Kazuki Morishita, President & CEO, GungHo

"Whether it's on a laptop or mobile device, players across the globe love to play Tetris,
which is why we're thrilled to bring the timeless fun of this beloved game to billions of
people on Messenger."
Maya Rogers, President and CEO of Blue Planet Software,
sole agent for the Tetris brand

